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1. Introduction 
Many applications rely on materials with specific magnetic properties. For example, RF components need strong 

anisotropy [1] [2], magneto-resistive read heads use a ferromagnetic layer which has to be perfectly pinned [3] 

[4], and some MEMS actuators and sensors exploit a ferromagnetic layer with a global magnetic moment as high 

as possible [5] [6] [7]. 

In the specific case of MEMS magnetic sensors, ongoing works are conducted on the design and realization of 

quartz MEMS resonant structures dedicated to measure one component of the earth magnetic field [25µT; 65µT] 

and meant to be integrated into magneto-inertial cells [8] [9]. Previous works show that the sensitivity of this 

kind of magnetometers is directly correlated with the intensity and the direction of the macroscopic magnetic 

moment  �⃗⃗�  of the magnetic material(s) being used [9]. To work efficiently, we aim for ∥ �⃗⃗� ∥ to be steady on       

[-1mT; 1mT] to stabilize the sensitivity and as high as possible to maximise it. Furthermore, �⃗⃗�  needs to be in 

one direction to avoid cross-axis measurement. Moreover, for the specifications of the sensor not to be 

environment dependant, �⃗⃗�  should be insensitive to temperature or magnetic shocks. 

In this article, we will present how we use the exchange anisotropy appearing at the interface between 

ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) thin films to achieve the objectives. In this way, the influence 

of the annealing temperature, the thickness of the films and the shape anisotropy have been studied. 

2. Materials and process 
Soft FM materials despite their high saturation magnetization have low coercive field so their magnetization is 

easily reversible. On the other hand, the magnetization of hard FM materials is stable relatively to the external 

magnetic field but they are very sensitive to ambient temperature and their internal stress is crippling to be used 

Figure 1: Hysteresis loops in the easy axis and the hard axis 

of a multilayer FM/AFM after a field cooling procedure 
Figure 2: NiMn/FeCo multilayer stack on a quartz substrate 

during field cooling procedure 
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in thin film [7] [10] [11].  As a workaround, the introduction of exchange anisotropy appearing at the interfaces 

between a FM and AFM thin films after a field cooling procedure (Figure 2) will shift the hysteresis cycle along 

the easy axis (notation: ∥) by 𝐻𝑒𝑥: the exchange field (Figure 1) [12]. Stacking thin AFM/FM bilayers over 

themselves could therefore lead to a high remanent moment close to the saturation moment and almost constant 

on the desired range [-1mT; 1mT] along the easy axis. To avoid cross-axis measurements from the sensor, it is 

also necessary to reduce to sensitivity of the magnetic moment to a transverse magnetic field along the hard axis 

(notation:⊥) which is in the thin film plane and perpendicular to the easy axis (Figure 2). That is why we will 

consider the following parameters and objectives (Figure 1): 

- 𝑚𝑟∥  ≥ 10 µA.m²   – the remanent magnetic moment along the easy axis  

- 
𝑚𝑟∥

𝑚𝑠𝑎𝑡
 ⟶ 100%    – the proportion of magnetic moment along the easy axis at null field 

- 
𝑑𝑚∥

𝑑𝐵
|
𝐵=0

=
𝑑𝑚𝑟∥

𝑑𝐵
⟶ 0 µA.m² – the sensitivity to small fields along the easy axis  

- 𝐻𝑠𝑎𝑡⊥ as high as possible – the saturation field in the hard axis which corresponds to the maximum of 
𝜕2𝑚⊥

𝜕𝐻²
 

2.1. Choice of the FM and AFM materials 

Ferromagnetic material (Co35Fe65): Cobalt iron alloys exhibit ferromagnetic properties. They are well known to 

have one of the highest saturation magnetization at room temperature (> 2.4 T) [13] [14], high Curie temperature 

(920-1000K) [15] [16] and low coercive field (< 10mT) [17]. They are also easy to deposit with a magnetron-

sputtering machine. Among those alloys, the Co35Fe65 is the one that has the best-suited properties to reach the 

objectives [17]. 

Antiferromagnetic material (Ni50Mn50): AFMs suited for exchange bias applications have been extensively 

studied in the literature [12]. The NiMn is rather special among the other AFMs because of its Neel temperature 

TN ≈ 1000 K far above its blocking temperature 𝑇𝐵 ≈ 700K. It has a great exchange energy (𝐽𝑒𝑥 = 50 nJ/cm²) 
[17] [18] and is stable with regard to the temperature [18]. However, the minimum thickness of NiMn to have 

enough exchange bias is about 25-30nm [19] [20] [21]. 

We chose this multilayer: [Quartz (001) (500 µm) + NiCr (20 nm) + [NiMn/ CoFe]10 + NiMn] (Figure 2). The 

NiCr underlayer provides a great adherence between the quartz substrate and the first NiMn layer and the extra 

layer of NiMn helps to fully pin the last CoFe layer. Ni80Cr20, NiMn and CoFe have been deposited with a 

magnetron-sputtering machine (pAr = 1.7 mbar, P = 200W) on individual 3000µm*3000µm*500µm quartz (001) 

samples. 

Figure 3. XRD diagrams of as-deposited and annealed CoFe/NiMn stack 
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2.2. Annealing procedure 

The classic field cooling procedure for FM/AFM takes place in the presence of a static magnetic field �⃗�  which 

sets the direction of the easy axis [12]. In the temperature range [TN; TC], the AFM becomes paramagnetic. 

Therefore, the AFM and FM spins can easily align with �⃗� . When cooling below TN, the AFM becomes 

antiferromagnetic again and its spins are aligned with FM spins. Thanks to the coupling between the spins at the 

interface, an additional torque applies on the FM spins [12] [22]. The external field has to overcome it in order 

to reverse the magnetization, explaining the shift of the hysteresis loop (Figure 1). 

The NiMn deposited with the magnetron-sputtering machine has an A1 structure which is paramagnetic. To 

transform it into the antiferromagnetic L10 structure, an annealing procedure is necessary. We can observe this 

transformation thanks to a comparison between the X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) diagrams of the as-deposited and 

annealed CoFe/NiMn stack (Figure 3). Indeed, some NiMn peaks are splitting or shifting, which is a distinctive 

feature of the transformation of a cubic structure into a quadratic structure [23] [24], while the α-quartz and CoFe 

do not change.  

Consequently, for the exchange bias to appear for the couple FeCo/NiMn, we do not need to follow the classic 

field cooling procedure. Indeed, most of CoFe’s spins align with �⃗�  because it has a relatively small coercive field, 

and for the reason that at the beginning the annealing procedure the NiMn did not transform yet, the average 

direction of its spins will be along �⃗�  too. The exchange anisotropy then appears as NiMn switch into its 

antiferromagnetic phase. That is why there is no need to set the temperature above TN, making this procedure 

efficient at low temperature compare to the classic field cooling procedure for NiMn. The annealing procedure, 

set to last 300 min, has been be done under high vacuum (≈ 10−6mbar), under a magnetic field of 20mT.  

3. Influence of the chosen parameters on the macroscopic magnetization 

3.1. Effect of the annealing temperature 

The transition of NiMn from its paramagnetic phase to the antiferromagnetic one must be as complete as possible. 

To characterize the correct annealing temperature, exchange bias must appear, and the exchange field 𝐻𝑒𝑥 must 

be higher than the coercive field 𝐻𝑐. As expected, 𝐻𝑒𝑥 is almost null without annealing and an high value (5.8 mT) 

is obtained after annealing at 275°C (Figure 4 and Figure 5) which is consistent with [25]–[27]. It was not possible 

to anneal higher than 275°C because of the limitations of the oven. All the fallowing results corresponds to 

samples annealed at 275°C. 

Figure 5: Exchange and coercive fields over temperature for the 

multilayer quartz + NiCr (20nm) + [NiMn (50nm) / CoFe 

(50nm)]10 + NiMn (50nm). 

Figure 4. Hysteresis loops along the easy axis and hard axis 

for the multilayer quartz + NiCr (20nm) + [NiMn (50nm) / 

CoFe (50nm)]10 + NiMn (50nm) annealed at 275°C 
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3.2. Effect of the thickness of CoFe 

We decided to set the thickness of the NiMn/FeCo bilayer to 100 nm. Therefore, when the thickness of CoFe 

increases, the thickness of NiMn decreases. On one hand, the increase of 𝑚𝑟∥ from 4.6 to 13.3 µA.m² is easily 

explained by the fact that it only depends on the quantity of CoFe (Figure 6). On the other hand, when 𝑒NiMn 

diminishes, the exchange bias lowers. In consequence, the hysteresis cycle is less shifted. That is the reason why 
𝑚𝑟∥

𝑚𝑠𝑎𝑡
 (Figure 6) decreases down from 96 to 93% and 

𝑑𝑚𝑟∥

𝑑𝐵
 (Figure 7) increases up from 10 to 150 µA.m²/T. The 

best compromise between high magnetization and low sensitivity to small magnetic field is for 𝑒CoFe = 𝑒NiMn =

50nm.  

3.3. Effect of shape anisotropy 

Additionally with the exchange anisotropy, we decided to introduce shape anisotropy to favour the direction of 

�⃗⃗�  along the easy axis, which is perpendicular to the direction of the sensor sensitivity. The aim is to reduce the 

influence of a magnetic field along the hard axis on the magnetic moment.  

We conceived a specific process to induce shape anisotropy by patterning the film in stripes (Figure 8 and Figure 

9). It is compatible with the chemical etching of quartz substrates because it needs to be integrated in the full 

sensor fabrication process. All the process steps are carried out on the entire wafer that gathers many quartz 

samples. They are “separated” from each other thanks to the step n°4 of the Figure 9. Then, the stripes are obtained 

thanks to a lift-off technique after the deposition of the magnetic multilayer. During the annealing, the magnetic 

field is applied along the length of the stripes. 

The stripes will be referred by their aspect ratio 𝑅 =
length

width
. They all have the same length (l = 3000µm) but have 

different widths (w = 9 to 2800µm) leading to an aspect ratio ranging from 1 to 333. Moreover, each stripe is 

pulled apart from its neighbour from a specific distance h = 30µm. 

Figure 8: Examples of productions. 

Figure 6: 𝑚𝑟∥ and 
𝑚𝑟∥

𝑚𝑠𝑎𝑡
ൗ  in function of 𝑒𝐶𝑜𝐹𝑒 for the 

multilayer quartz + NiCr (20nm) + [NiMn (50nm) / CoFe 

(50nm)]10 + NiMn (50nm). 

Figure 7: 
𝑑𝑚𝑟∥

𝑑𝐵
 in function of 𝑒𝐶𝑜𝐹𝑒 for the multilayer 

quartz + NiCr (20nm) + [NiMn (50nm) / CoFe (50nm)]10 

+ NiMn (50nm). 
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When we observe the hysteresis cycles in the easy axis, we can notice a shouldering (Figure 11) which does not 

appear in the hard axis (Figure 10). It may be caused by one missing NiMn layer or by the NiCr layer that change 

the local crystallography of the first NiMn layer, preventing it to be in the L10 antiferromagnetic structure. 

When the aspect ratio R increases, the emptiness (proportion of surface with no magnetic materials) does not 

increases linearly. It reaches 75% for R = 333.3 because the gap is constant, explaining the decrease of 𝑚𝑟∥ from 

7.9 to 2.1 µA.m² (Figure 14).  

We can notice the increase of the saturation field 𝐻𝑠𝑎𝑡 in the hard axis from 5mT up to 88mT (Figure 15) which 

illustrates the rise of the demagnetizing field [10] [28]. In consequence, the hysteresis loops appear much flatter 

Figure 9: Process to make stripes out of NiMn/CoFe multilayer. 

Figure 10: Hysteresis loops for different aspect ratios 

in the hard axis in the plane of the thin film 
Figure 11. Hysteresis loops for different aspect ratios 

in the easy axis 
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in the hard axis (Figure 10). Moreover, considering the fact that 
𝑚𝑟∥

𝑚𝑠𝑎𝑡
 is roughly constant at 95% (Figure 13), it 

reveals that the decrease 
𝑑𝑚𝑟∥

𝑑𝐵
 (Figure 12) is due to the decrease of 𝑚𝑟∥.  

It demonstrates that the introduction of stripes lessen the sensitivity of the sensor with the decrease of 𝑚𝑟∥, that 

this range aspect ratios does not favour the easy axis as the privileged direction for �⃗⃗� , however, the sensitivity 

of the �⃗⃗�  to a magnetic field in the hard axis greatly lessens. It may be necessary to have closer and thinner stripes 

to avoid the downsides. 

Conclusion 
The annealing temperature, the thickness of the materials and the shape anisotropy can remarkably influence the 

magnetic properties of a CoFe/NiMn multilayer sputtered on a quartz substrate. Indeed, the annealing temperature 

can make the exchange bias appears or not. The thicknesses of CoFe and NiMn determine the strength of the 

exchange bias. In addition, with the introduction of shape anisotropy, it is conceivable with thinner and closer 

Figure 14. Remanent magnetic moment and 

emptiness in function of the aspect ratio 
Figure 15: Saturation field for the hard axis in 

function of the aspect ratio. 

Figure 13. Proportion of magnetic moment in the easy 

axis 
Figure 12: 

𝑑𝑚𝑟∥

𝑑𝐵
 in function of strip aspect ratio 
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stripes to notably reduce the sensitivity of the �⃗⃗�  to a magnetic field in the hard axis and favour a direction for  �⃗⃗�  
without lowering the sensor sensitivity.  
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